Superelastic SMA Belleville washers for seismic resisting applications: experimental study and modelling strategy
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Abstract: This study sheds considerable light on the potential of superelastic Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) Belleville washers for innovative seismic resisting applications. A series of experimental studies were conducted on washers with different stack combinations under varying temperatures and loading scenarios. The washers showed satisfactory self-centring and energy dissipation capacities at room temperature, although slight degradations of the hysteretic responses accompanied by residual deformations were induced. The hysteretic loops became stable after a few number of cycles, indicating good repeatability. The washers also showed good flexibility in terms of load resistance and deformation, which could be easily varied via changes in the stack combination. Compromised self-centring responses were observed at temperatures below 0 °C or above 40 °C, and a numerical study, validated by the experimental results, was adopted to further investigate the deformation mechanism of the washers. A further phenomenological model, taking account of the degradation effects under varied temperatures, was developed to enable effective and accurate simulation of devices incorporating the washers. Good agreements were observed between the test and simulation results, and the model was shown to have good numerical robustness for wide engineering applications.
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1. Introduction

Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs), as a class of smart materials, have been successfully employed in the aerospace (e.g. aircraft wings and smart helicopter blades) and medical (e.g. arterial stents and catheters) industries [1-2]. SMA has two unique properties, namely, Superelastic Effect (SE) and Shape Memory Effect (SME) [3]. When SMA is deformed above the austenitic finish temperature \( A_f \), it starts to accommodate the strain by transforming from the austenitic phase into the detwinned martensite phase. However, the deformation (up to 8-10% strain) can be recovered spontaneously after unloading, i.e. the detwinned martensite will revert back to austenite. This phenomenon is known as the Superelastic Effect (SE). On the other hand, when the SMA is deformed below the martensitic finish temperature \( M_f \), it is transformed from the twinned martensitic phase to the detwinned martensitic phase. Upon unloading, residual deformation remains, but heating the deformed SMA can
promote strain recovery. This phenomenon is known as Shape Memory Effect (SME). With continuous improvement in metallurgic technology and reduction in manufacturing cost, along with better understanding of the material property, the practical applications of SMA are nowadays stretching beyond the existing high-value fields, where one of the new areas of application is civil engineering. Special interest is given to self-centring seismic control, where SE of SMA is widely utilized in passive control, while SME is normally considered in active control or semi-active control [4]. Although both passive and active (semi-active) controls can be promising strategies against seismic hazard, more attention has been paid to SE of SMA due to the inherent characteristics such as spontaneous self-centring, hysteretic damping, and free of external power source.

Innovative devices and applications based on superelastic SMA have been explored by a large number of researchers. As wire is one of the most convenient forms of SMA due to its ease of manufacture and high utilisation efficiency, significant research efforts have been devoted to the application of SMA wires in base isolators [5-6], dampers [7-8], and bracing systems [9-11]. While good self-centring abilities coupled with reasonable energy dissipation were generally observed in these devices or structural components, a large number of wires need to be included to ensure that the levels of load resisting capacity match the magnitude required for accommodating ‘structural-level’ loading. This can complicate the arrangement of the wires and more importantly, complicate the gripping (end-fixing) strategy due to the difficulty of effective gripping over the smooth wire surface. As most of the existing research on SMA wire-based devices were either proof-of-concept (e.g. numerical and theoretical) or small-scale tests (where small diameter SMA wires were adopted), the efficiency of SMA wires for large-scale structural components/facilities should be further examined. Using stranded SMA ropes instead of smooth SMA wires may be an encouraging solution. Recent studies [12-13] showed that the performance of stranded SMA ropes was dependent on the helix angle, and the energy dissipation capacity and self-centring ability were less satisfactory than single SMA wires. Moreover, the available studies mainly focused on the uniaxial cyclic performance of the strands with no specific discussion on the gripping strategy. Larger diameter SMA bars can be another alternative to SMA wires in order to achieve a reasonable level of load resistance for structures. The ends of the SMA bars are often threaded such that they can be used as bolts for connections [14-17] and bridge restraining devices [18]. However, relevant test programmes [15-16] showed that SMA bolts were quite susceptible to fracture over the threaded area. Increasing the net threaded-to-shank area ratio (which decreases the stress demand over the threaded area) may improve the ductility of the SMA bolts.

To potentially address the above mentioned barriers to the use of SMA, a new form of SMA component, namely, superelastic SMA Belleville washer, could be an important addition to the ' arsenals' against seismic hazard. A Belleville washer [19], also known as conical spring washer or
disc spring, is a mechanical component which can sustain a wide range of loads with small installation space. Because of their annular shape, as shown in Fig. 1, force transmission is relatively even and concentric and thus they can be more stable compared with other springs, e.g. helical springs. When Belleville washers are endowed with superelastic ability, which enables self-recovery and hysteretic damping, their application may be further expanded. Early studies on SMA Belleville washers were mainly for electrical applications with the main purpose of electric circuit stabilisation [20]. The potential of superelastic SMA Belleville washers as seismic resisting dampers was first investigated by Speicher et al. [21]. The washers showed satisfactory self-centring ability, but the hysteretic stabilisation properties with repeated cycles was not revealed as only a limited number of cycles were performed. It was also found that the load carrying capacity decreased significantly with increase in deformation beyond the peak load, and the resulting ‘invert’ tendency compromised the damping performance of the washer groups. It was argued that the snap-through behaviour was due to the relatively high cone angle $\theta$ (Fig. 1) considered for the test washers. A later numerical investigation [22] considered different geometric shapes of the washers, and the results showed that good self-centring and energy dissipation responses could be achieved if the geometric configuration of the washers is appropriately designed. More recently, Maletta et al. [23] introduced a new thermomechanical process for producing SMA Belleville washers through disk cutting and a successive shape setting by heat treatment. This was then followed by Finite Element (FE) studies on the influences of washer geometric configuration and temperature on their cyclic performance, but no further experimental proof was provided. A semi-analytical model, which was found to correlate well with the FE predictions, was also developed [24]. Other types of SMA components, e.g. SMA rings [25-26], are also under development.

![Fig. 1 SMA Belleville washers and key dimensions (not-to-scale)](image)

It can be seen from the above discussion that the research on SMA Belleville washers for seismic engineering is quite promising but is still in its early stage, and in particular, their cyclic
repeatability and temperature dependence have not been physically investigated. Information on effective modelling of SMA Belleville washers is also insufficient. The present work, done in collaboration with MEMRY (SMA manufacturer), discusses the mechanical property and modelling strategy of superelastic SMA Belleville washers for innovative seismic resisting applications. The study will reveal the feasibility of commercializing SMA for the construction industry, and this will benefit communities of both civil engineers and material scientists.

2. Experimental programme

2.1 Test specimens

A total of 11 specimens, including ten NiTi SMA-based washer specimens and one commercial stainless steel washer, were tested in this experimental programme. The main test parameters were temperature and arrangement of washers. The influence of maximum deformation ($S_{\text{max}}$) on the mechanical properties of the washers was also studied. The basic test parameters are given in Table 1. The same geometric configuration was chosen for all the SMA Belleville washers: the external diameter ($D_e$) and internal diameter ($D_i$) were 45 mm and 20 mm, respectively; the overall height ($H$) of the washer was 7 mm, and the thickness ($t$) was 4 mm. The considered geometric configuration led to a cone angle ($\theta$) of 13.5°. The key dimensions are illustrated in Fig. 1. The SMA Belleville washers were produced by the material supplier MEMRY (www.memry.com). Per information from the supplier, the austenite finish temperature $A_f$ was 4.5 °C such that the washers can exhibit superelastic behaviour at ambient temperatures (i.e. room temperature was approximately 23 °C for the current test). The composition of all the specimens was nearly identical, with 55.87% nickel – 44.13% titanium by weight. All the specimens were hot-rolled with an appropriate heat treatment by the material supplier, and they were tested in received condition with no further heat treatments. The stainless steel washer was purchased from a commercial washer supplier, and the dimension was slightly different to the SMA Belleville washers: $D_e = 50$ mm, $D_i = 22$ mm, $t = 5$ mm, and the allowable deformation = 1 mm. The stainless steel washer test was a demonstration test for comparison purpose only. All the specimens were virgin without pre-training before the tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen code</th>
<th>$S_{\text{max}}$ (mm)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Arrangement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-a</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-b</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-H</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA2-S</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Two in series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA2-P</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Two in parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-T(10)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-T(40)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-T(60)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-T(0–23)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0–23</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-T(-20–23)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>-20–23</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The specimens were tested isothermally under various temperatures ranging from -20 °C to 60 °C. Single (individual) washer tests were conducted, and in addition, washer groups consisting of two washers stacked in two different ways, i.e. in series and in parallel (as illustrated in Fig. 1), were also investigated. For easy identification, each specimen was assigned with a specimen code according to its washer arrangement, temperature, and loading condition. The specimen code starts with the material type, i.e. SMA or SS (stainless steel), followed by 1 or 2 indicating the number of washers in the test specimen, and ends with a description of the test, where ‘a’ and ‘b’ means two duplicate tests on single washer; ‘H’ means only half of $S_{max}$ was applied; ‘S’ and ‘P’ indicate two washers stacked in series and in parallel, respectively, and ‘T’ indicates that the test was conducted under a temperature (which is shown after ‘T’) different from the room temperature (23 °C). It should be noted that for some specimens, e.g. specimen SMA1-T(-20~23), two temperatures were included in the specimen code, this is because the test was first conducted under a temperature below $A_f$ and then the temperature was increased beyond $A_f$ (back to room temperature) for further testing. Details of the test procedures are discussed in the following section.

2.2 Test setup, procedures, and instrumentations

The specimens were subjected to compressive cyclic load with a loading frequency of 0.02 Hz under displacement control. The standard maximum displacement $S_{max}$ of each cycle was 2.7 mm, such that the washer could be deformed to an almost flattened state at $S_{max}$. For specimen SMA1-H, $S_{max} = 1.3$ mm was considered in order to examine the performance of the washer when only a half of the allowable deformation is utilized. For specimen SMA2-S, where two washers were stacked in series, the maximum displacement was doubled (i.e. 5.4 mm). A single stainless steel washer was also tested and the arrangement of this test was basically the same but with 1 mm maximum deformation. For the specimen tested under the temperature above $A_f$, the loading-unloading process was repeated for 50 cycles to monitor the degradation response of the hysteretic curve. For those tested below $A_f$, where the superplastic behaviour could not be fully developed, 10 cycles were carried out first, and then the temperature was increased and additional 50 loading cycles were performed at room temperature. These stepped-temperature tests were used to investigate the influence of low temperature weather conditions as well as the ability of the washers to regain superplastic behaviour with reheating. Before each test (or test stage), the specimen was placed under the required temperature for at least 30 minutes to ensure an even distribution of the internal temperature within the washer.
The cyclic tests were performed using an INSTRON 5585H Universal Test Machine (UTM) with a maximum loading capacity of 250 kN. The aforementioned loading protocol was implemented and the experimental data (load and displacement) were automatically recorded via built-in load cell and displacement controllers. For the specimens exposed to temperatures other than the room temperature, an environmental chamber was employed which is capable of offering a constant temperature ranging between -70 °C and 350 °C. A bespoke testing device, as shown in Fig. 2, was designed for holding the washers in position throughout the experiment. The device consisted of two cylinders, with the top cylinder fixed to the loading head of the UTM and the bottom one fixed to the base of the machine. The washers were passed through a rod fixed at the surface of the bottom cylinder, and correspondingly a hole was made in the top cylinder to accommodate the rod during the test. By using this piston-type device, the compressive load can be applied uniformly onto the washers and the conditions (e.g. deformed shape) of the washers can be clearly observed during the test. For specimen SMA2-S, where two washers were stacked in series, an additional steel plate was placed between the two washers. Detailed dimensions of the testing device are shown in Fig. 2.

3. Test results and discussions

3.1 Load-deformation response

The load-deformation curves of all the specimens are shown in Fig. 3. For the SMA Belleville washers tested under temperatures above $A_f$ (4.5 °C), flag shape hysteretic curves with recognizable forward and reverse transformation plateaus are typically exhibited. The load (of single washer) at maximum deformation ranged between 10 kN and 17.5 kN, and the value tended to increase with increasing temperature. This is due to the well-known austenite and martensite slopes (of phase
diagrams) where the forward/reverse transformation plateaus increase almost linearly with increasing temperature [3], as illustrated in Fig. 4. Considering the maximum compressive deformation of 2.7 mm, the secant stiffness of single washers varied approximately between 3.7 kN/mm and 6.5 kN/mm. Degradations of the hysteretic responses, accompanied by residual deformations, were induced, especially in the first few cycles; however, the hysteretic loops then became stable with increasing number of cycles. The degradation response was mainly due to the Transformation Induced Fatigue (TIF) in SMA, where the significance of TIF depends on various factors, including fabrication process, heat treatment, temperature, loading conditions, etc. [3].

Fig. 3 Load-deformation response of test specimens
Very minor ‘snap-through’ type load-deformation response (duck-head-shaped curve) was observed in some specimens in their first cycle, but this response quickly disappeared in the following cycles due to degradation. Plump hysteretic responses, indicating good energy dissipation capacities (which will be discussed later in detail), were generally observed for the washers tested at room temperature (23 °C) and 10 °C, although the shape of the curve could vary with different specimens even under the same testing condition (e.g. SMA1-a and SMA1-b). This was probably due to the slight difference in the geometric dimensions of the specimens (note that the manufacturing tolerance was 0.1 mm for this batch of washers). The minor dimension difference can also be confirmed through specimen SMA2-S, where two SMA Belleville washers were stacked in series. In the first cycle of this specimen, fluctuation was observed in the loading (ascending) branch of the curve, and this was due to the varied duck-head responses of the two non-identical washers. From the second cycle, however, the load-deformation shape became smooth, which indicates that the two washers were deformed synchronously. It is worth pointing out that a larger cone angle ($\theta = 30^\circ$) was employed for the washers tested by Speicher et al. [21], and due to significant ‘snap-through’ tendency of each individual washer, the washer groups stacked in series showed pronounced fluctuation of the hysteretic curve. This highlights the importance of appropriate geometric design of the washers for desired applications.

At low temperatures (i.e. 0 °C and -20 °C), superelastic effect could not be fully developed for specimens SMA1-T(0~23) and SMA1-T(-20~23), and significant residual deformation was therefore induced after the first cycle. The load at maximum deformation in the first cycle was less than 7 kN for both specimens and a continuous decrease of this value was experienced with subsequent load cycles. After 10 loading cycles at low temperatures, the specimens were reheated, followed by another 50 loading cycles at room temperature. It was observed that the residual deformation was recovered after reheating, and stable hysteretic responses were shown during the extra 50 cycles. The stable load-deformation curves can probably be attributed to the initial low temperature ‘training’ process. Moreover, it is of interest to find that these hysteretic responses (after reheating) could be more plump
and stable than those of the specimens directly loaded at room temperature. This phenomenon may shed light on the optimal training process for SMA Belleville washers (as well as other SMA components), but further investigations are required on this front.

On the other hand, when the temperature increased beyond room temperature (i.e. 40 °C and 60 °C), the load-deformation curves became ‘narrower’, and the load at ultimate deformation increased with increasing temperature. This is coherent with previous research findings for axially loaded SMA wires under various temperatures, where it was generally observed that increasing the temperature could increase the forward/reverse loading plateaus as well as the residual deformation [27-29]. The increased residual deformation was caused by some amount of plastic (permanent) deformation of the specimens under elevated temperatures, where the required forward transformation stress might have exceeded the true yield (plastic) stress of the material. Finally, for the stainless steel washer SS1, significant residual deformation, due to plastic/permanent strain, was induced immediately after the initial loading cycle. Negligible recovery of deformation, as expected, was exhibited during the unloading process, and afterwards the stainless steel washer had completely lost its energy dissipation and deformability. The distinct difference between the stainless steel and SMA washers clearly demonstrates the unique response of Belleville washers when endowed with superelastic property offered by SMA.

3.2 Strength and stiffness

The strength of the SMA washers can be presented using the peak load recorded for each cycle, as shown in Fig. 5(a). For specimens SMA1-T(0~23) and SMA1-T(-20~23), the results of the initial ten loading cycles at low temperatures (i.e. 0 °C and -20 °C, respectively) are not shown in the figure. The peak loads of the specimens varied between 10 kN and 26 kN, where the variation was mainly due to the different temperatures and stack combinations. The peak load of the SMA washers increased with increase in temperature. This is due to the increase of the forward transformation plateau. When two washers were stacked in parallel, i.e. specimen SMA2-P, the peak load was doubled. In general, the peak load was almost kept constant throughout the 50 loading cycles. For some specimens, e.g. SMA1-b, the peak load increased very slightly with increasing number of cycles, and this might be due to minor latent heat effect, which is a common phenomenon during the phase transformation process of SMA [30]. The latent heat effect can change the internal temperature of SMA if the loading rate is sufficiently large, where the induced heat is unable to be fully dissipated. For the current tests, the loading frequency was 0.02 HZ, which should be low enough to allow most of the latent heat to be dissipated, and therefore, the latent heat effect on the peak load of the test specimens is considered to be minor. It is worth mentioning that during actual earthquakes, a larger loading rate is expected, a case which may lead to more significant latent heat effect and thus can influence the hysteretic response of the SMA washers. This may be worthy of further investigations.
Fig. 5 shows the secant stiffness responses of the SMA washers. The secant stiffness for each cycle is calculated as the ratio of the peak load over the ‘effective’ deformation $D_e$, where $D_e$ is obtained by deducting the accumulated residual deformation by the end of the previous cycle from the maximum compression (e.g., 2.7 mm). The secant stiffness of the specimens varied significantly (between 2.8 kN/mm and 12 kN/mm) with varying temperatures and stack combinations. The two washers stacked in parallel can lead to the secant stiffness four times of that for the washers stacked in series. This highlights the fact that desirable properties of SMA washer groups can be effectively achieved by simply adjusting the stack combinations. The secant stiffness was also influenced by the allowable maximum deformation. In addition, the secant stiffness of the washers increased with increasing number of cycles. This mainly results from the decreased $D_e$ of each cycle with accumulated residual deformation.

### 3.3 Self-centring ability

Localized crystal slip during stress-induced martensitic transformation with possible defects on grain boundaries could cause residual deformations of SMA with increasing number of cycles [3]. As self-centring ability is one of the most important properties of the SMA washers, it is important that any SMA component for seismic control applications should have limited residual deformation during the service life, or the residual deformation could be controlled (i.e. stabilised) after a certain number of cycles. Fig. 6 shows the accumulated residual deformations of the SMA washers with increasing number of cycles. Again, for specimens SMA1-T(0~23) and SMA1-T(-20~23), only the results from the 50 loading cycles at room temperature are shown in the figure. For the individual SMA washers tested at 10 °C or 23 °C, the maximum accumulated residual deformation after 50 loading cycles was below 0.4 mm, corresponding to 14.8% of the maximum compressive deformation. In other words, more than 85% of the compressive deformation can be recovered after a significant number of repeated loading, which indicates good self-centring abilities of the SMA washers. It is also noted that
when two SMA washers were stacked in series (i.e. specimen SMA2-S), the total accumulated residual deformation, which was contributed by that induced by two washers, was almost doubled. With increasing temperatures, the residual deformation was also increased. The residual deformation could be accumulated up to 0.78 mm (29% of the maximum deformation) after 50 loading cycles when the temperature attained 60 °C.

It was clearly shown that for all the specimens, the residual deformation was quickly developed during initial loading cycles (e.g. during the first ten cycles). Subsequently the accumulation of the residual deformation started to slow down evidently. For most washers, more than 60% of the total residual deformation was developed within the first ten cycles. This implies that for practical use of SMA washers, a ‘pre-training’ process with ten fully compressed loading cycles may effectively stabilise the residual deformation of the considered SMA washers when subjected to further loading cycles. It is worth mentioning that for SMA washers with other geometric configurations (e.g. different cone angles), the necessary pre-training cycles to stabilise residual deformation may be different, and further studies are required towards optimisation of the pre-training schemes for SMA washers. Furthermore, some previous studies on SMA bolts [15] showed that applying preload can effectively reduce the residual deformations during their service life, and this finding also applies to SMA washers. For structural engineering applications, e.g. washers for self-centring connections [17] or dampers, a preload (i.e. pre-compression) can be applied, and in this case, pre-training may be unnecessary from a self-centring point of view. Based on the test results shown in Fig. 6, a preload leading to at least 15% of the flattened deformation may eliminate the residual deformation of the considered SMA washers under ambient conditions, and the level of preload may need to be increased with increasing working temperature.

![Fig. 6 Residual deformation responses of specimens](image)

3.4 Energy dissipation

The cyclic response of the SMA washers also exhibits their potential for energy dissipation applications (or at least for supplementary energy dissipation applications) such as damping and base
isolation systems. The energy dissipation per cycle, which is obtained by the loop area enclosed by the load-deformation hysteretic curve, is shown in Fig. 7(a). It was generally observed that the energy dissipation tended to decrease with increasing number of cycles, which was due to the TIF effect of SMA. At the first cycle, a higher level of energy dissipation was exhibited when the working temperature was high. This was due to the increase of the forward transformation plateau (recalling the martensite/austenite slopes shown in Fig. 4) which tended to increase the area enclosed by the hysteretic loop, thus increasing the absolute energy dissipation. However, the energy dissipation per cycle decreased quickly in the subsequent loading cycles due to the significantly ‘narrowed’ hysteretic shapes, as can be typically seen in the result for specimen SMA1-T(60). On the other hand, for the individual SMA washers tested at room temperature or 10 °C, the energy dissipation per cycle was more stable under repeated loading cycles. When the SMA washer was loaded with half of the maximum deformation, i.e. specimen SMA1-H, the energy dissipation per cycle was significantly decreased. It was observed that upon stabilisation (e.g. after ten loading cycles), the energy dissipation per cycle of specimen SMA1-H was only about 30% of that for the fully compressed specimens. This implies that an effective consumption of the allowable deformation of SMA washers/washer groups is preferred for effective exploitation of their energy dissipation potential, and therefore, it is recommended that the arrangement of SMA washers (maximum deformation) may match the target deformation (e.g. drift) of the overall structures, such that the allowable deformation can be effectively utilised. Furthermore, the variable stack combinations of the SMA washers can further diversify their energy dissipation properties. When stacked in parallel (e.g. specimen SMA2-P), the energy dissipation was almost doubled with the same maximum deformation. However, when stacked in series (e.g. specimen SMA2-S), doubled energy dissipation was also obtained but with a corresponding doubled maximum deformation.

![Energy dissipation responses of specimens](image)

**Fig. 7** Energy dissipation responses of specimens

The energy dissipation capability of the SMA washers can be alternatively presented by a mathematically convenient coefficient, namely, equivalent viscous damping (EVD) \( \xi_{eq} \), as defined by:
where $W_D$ is the energy loss per cycle as shown in Fig. 7(a), and $W_E$ is the strain energy stored in a linear system that has the same maximum load and deformation [28]. EVD is normally related to the shape of the hysteretic loop, but is not directly dependent on the actual value of the force or displacement; therefore, EVD can be considered as a ‘size-independent’ measurement of energy-dissipating ability. It was observed that for the tested specimens, an EVD of up to 7% could be achieved for the first loading cycle. Again, the EVD tends to decrease with increasing number of cycles due to the decrease in the amount of dissipated energy per cycle. Specimens SMA1-T(10), SMA1-T(0~23), and SMA1-T(-20~23) exhibited relatively high EVDs among all the specimens, and this echoes the plump shapes of the load-deformation responses of these specimens shown in Fig. 3. After 50 loading cycles, the EVDs of all the SMA washers ranged between 1.7% and 5.1%.

Furthermore, the EVDs of the SMA washers can be compared with those of uniaxially loaded SMA wires or bars which are considered as the most effective form of SMA components. Previous studies [31] showed that the EVDs of SMA wires and bars tested at ambient temperature generally ranged between 2% and 7% when subjected to a reasonable strain value (between 3% and 6%). It should be noted that those SMA wires and bars were tested with only a few cycles (normally less than 10 cycles), so it is expected that their EVDs would be further reduced if subjected to further loading cycles. For the SMA washers tested at room temperature in this study, the EVDs at the 10th cycle ranged between 4% and 6%, which were comparable with those of the uniaxially loaded SMA wires or bars. This indicates that from the EVD point of view, the SMA washers with the current geometric configuration can lead to similar energy dissipation responses as uniaxial SMA components, and therefore the washers can be considered as an alternative solution to SMA wires or bars, especially when compressive loading resistance is desirable.

4. Numerical study and further discussions

A numerical study was conducted to further discuss the behaviour of the SMA Belleville washers under compression. In particular, the numerical models can reveal the stress/strain conditions which are difficult to be fully monitored through the tests. The numerical study may also help explain some test phenomena which have been previously discussed in this article. The general nonlinear Finite Element (FE) programme ABAQUS [32] was employed for the numerical study. Efficient 8-node linear brick elements, namely, C3D8 in ABAQUS nomenclature, were considered for the SMA washers. The mesh size was approximately 1 mm × 1 mm, leading to four layers of elements over the thickness of the washer. A rigid cover plate was attached to the top of the washer model, and a ‘hard contact’ was defined between the cover plate and the washer to simulate the actual contact condition between the top cylinder and the specimen. The bottom of the washer model was supported vertically
but were free to move laterally to allow expansion of the washer under compression. The compressive load was applied on a reference point located at the centroid of the cover plate. The analysis was performed using the general standard static solver. For the material model of SMA, a user-defined thermal-mechanical model using the Auricchio’s approach [33] was employed to simulate the superelastic effect of SMA at different temperatures. The key material parameters for superelastic SMA in ABAQUS include critical transformation stresses ($\sigma_{M_s}$, $\sigma_{M_f}$, $\sigma_{A_s}$, and $\sigma_{A_f}$), Young’s Moduli ($E_A$ and $E_M$), maximum transformation strain $\varepsilon_L$, martensite/austenite slopes ($C_M$ and $C_A$), Poisson’s Ratios ($v_A$ and $v_M$), and thermal expansion coefficient of austenite ($\alpha_A$). The adopted values of these parameters are presented in Table 2. In addition, the basic definitions of the parameters have been illustrated in Fig. 4 for ease of understanding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material properties</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward transformation stress $\sigma_{M_s}$</td>
<td>430 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward transformation stress $\sigma_{M_f}$</td>
<td>480 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse transformation stress $\sigma_{A_s}$</td>
<td>250 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse transformation stress $\sigma_{A_f}$</td>
<td>150 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus (Austenite) $E_A$</td>
<td>60 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus (Martensite) $E_M$</td>
<td>40 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martensite slope $C_M$</td>
<td>6.7 MPa/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austenite slope $C_A$</td>
<td>8.3 MPa/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum transformation strain $\varepsilon_L$</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio (Austenite) $v_A$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio (Martensite) $v_M$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of thermal expansion $\alpha_A$</td>
<td>$1.13 \times 10^{-5}/°C$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the material properties given in Table 2 are based on a series of tensile coupon tests [16] on large size SMA bars (shank diameter from 10 mm to 20 mm) ordered from the same material supplier with the same nominal chemical composition as the current SMA Belleville washers. However, as observed in the tensile coupon test results [16], the stress-strain response changed with different loading cycles (i.e. due to degradation effect), which is difficult to reflect via the current constitutive model. Even at the same strain level, deviations of material properties were observed for different coupons, probably due to the size effect. This further complicates the determination of the key material parameters for the current study. Therefore, considering the uncertainty of the basic material parameters, a representative material model, which led to a reasonable match in terms of the load-deformation response of the washer at room temperature (23 °C), was considered. The representative material model adopted six basic parameters $\sigma_{M_s}$, $\sigma_{M_f}$, $\sigma_{A_s}$,$\sigma_{A_f}$, $E_A$ and $E_M$ (based on the coupon test results) to reflect the superelastic effect of SMA at room temperature. Two other parameters, namely, martensite/austenite slopes ($C_M$ and $C_A$) were required to reflect the change of forward/reverse plateaus with the change of temperature. The values of $C_M$ and
Given in Table 2 are based on the typical test results reported in [3]. For the remaining material parameters, e.g. \( \varepsilon_L, \nu_A, \nu_M, \) and \( \alpha_A \), standard values [3] were employed.

As the current Auricchio’s model is not capable of modelling the effects of stress degradation and residual deformation due to TIF, the initial cycle of each load-deformation curve was used for validation purposes. Fig. 8 shows the comparisons of the load-deformation response between the selected test results and FE predictions. It should be noted that for the two single washers tested at room temperature (i.e. duplicate specimens SMA1-a and SMA1-b), the average tested load-deformation response was used. Good agreements were observed for the washers at temperatures ranging from 10 °C to 40 °C, but more obvious discrepancies were observed for the case of 60 °C (especially in the unloading curve), where the significant residual deformation observed in the test is not reflected in the FE prediction. Although TIF was not considered in the numerical study, the stress conditions revealed by the FE models may help explain the high level of residual deformation observed in the washer at high temperatures.

**Fig. 8** Comparison of load-deformation response – test results vs. FE predictions

Fig. 9 shows the stress states of the washer at varying deformation states at room temperature (23 °C). Non-uniform stress distributions are generally observed, where the maximum tensile stress occurs near the lower part of the outer ring edge (location 3) whilst the maximum compressive stress is developed near the upper part of the inner ring edge (location 1). The area crossing the ‘diagonal zone’ linking locations 2 and 4 remains under low stress levels throughout the loading cycle. At the maximum displacement (2.7 mm), the maximum tensile and compressive stresses are approximately 500 MPa and 530 MPa, respectively, which indicates that a full forward transformation is completed at these locations (noting that \( \sigma_{Mf} = 480 \) MPa). Upon unloading, the stress level decreases rapidly, and when the loading cycle is completed, no residual stress is developed. Fig. 10 shows the influence of temperature on the stress state of the washer at the maximum displacement. It can be seen that the stress level increases remarkably with increasing temperature. At 60 °C, the maximum stress can be
greater than 800 MPa, which is twice of that observed for the case of 10 °C. The increase in the stress level with increasing temperature is due to the austenite/martensite slopes ($C_A$ and $C_M$) which are inherent thermal-mechanical properties of SMA. The high level of stress can lead to more pronounced TIF, leading to increased residual deformation and more significant stress degradation, as observed from the test results. As confirmed by the FE results, the evident residual deformation of specimen SMA1-T(60) can be due to the fact that parts of the specimen experienced stress levels exceeding the true yield (plastic) stress at 60 °C.

In Fig. 9, the stress conditions at different deformation stages are illustrated, showing the load-deformation behavior at room temperature. The figures in Fig. 10 depict the influence of temperature on stress conditions, highlighting the variations at different temperatures.

In general, some test phenomena are well explained by the numerical models, which are also shown to have potential for initial design of SMA Belleville washers, provided that the basic material properties can be provided by the material manufacturer. The validated FE model may also be used for further parametric studies (e.g. varying geometric dimensions, maximum deformations, and
temperatures) towards optimal design of such washers for the purpose of resisting seismic actions, but this is not within the scope of the current study.

5. Phenomenological modelling

While the basic properties of SMA components could be modelled from the afore-mentioned FE study, some key phenomena, including the degradation effect, could not be sufficiently captured. To address this, a constitutive model was developed in the MATLAB environment [34] to simulate the hysteretic responses, taking account of the degradation effects under varied temperatures. The model was developed over the force-displacement domain with a bidirectional response. Based on the main findings from the current study, the constitutive model of a typical damping device incorporating a group of SMA Belleville washers is schematically illustrated in Fig. 11. According to the test results, two parameters, namely, forward transformation start force $F_{ms}$, and residual displacement $\Delta_{res}$, varied obviously with increasing loading cycles, whereas other parameters almost remained unchanged. Therefore, these two parameters were considered as loading history related variables in the constitutive model, and other key parameters, including $K_a$, $K_m$, $F_{max}$, $F_{as}$, $F_{af}$, and $\Delta_{max}$ were considered as constants and could be obtained via the available test data with an idealisation process as typically shown in Fig. 11. The proposed hysteresis rules are described as follows.

Fig. 11 Demonstration of hysteresis rule for SMA Belleville washers

- **Initial zero-stiffness path (o-a):** this is a zero-stiffness stage which is observed in the test results. The o-a path is mainly caused by the non-perfect initial contacting condition between the loading
head and the washer, and may be ignored as the corresponding displacement is small. However, for general applicability, this stage is still included in the constitutive model.

- **Initial loading path** (a-b): during this stage, the washers remain in the austenite state, and linear response is exhibited with an initial stiffness $K_a$. The force-displacement ($F$-$\Delta$) relationship follows the equation, $F = K_a(\Delta-\Delta_a)$. The stage ends when the forward transformation start force $F_{ms1}$ is achieved.

- **Forward transformation path** (b-c): this stage starts with the occurrence of forward transformation of the SMA material. The stiffness $K_{aml}$ could be obtained from test results, and the value may be affected by both material and geometric nonlinearities. The stage ends when the washers are fully compressed, after which the stiffness becomes infinite. The relationship, $F = F_{ms1} + K_{aml}(\Delta-\Delta_{m1})$, is followed, and in this cycle, $K_{aml} = (F_{max}-F_{ms1}))/\Delta_{max}-\Delta_{m1})$.

- **Martensite unloading path** (c-d): The washers are unloaded linearly with an unloading stiffness $K_m$. This stage ends upon the initiation of reverse transformation, and the $F$-$\Delta$ relationship follows $F = F_{max} + K_m(\Delta-\Delta_{max})$. For simplicity of the model, and according to the test observation, $K_m$ may be taken to be equal to $K_a$.

- **Reverse transformation path** (d-e): this stage starts with the occurrence of reverse transformation of the SMA material with stiffness $K_{mal}$. Due to the degradation effect, the reverse line intersects with an offset line which is parallel to the initial loading line, but is horizontally shifted by the accumulated residual displacement induced due to the previous loading history. During this stage, a $F$-$\Delta$ relationship, $F = F_{ax} + K_{mal}(\Delta-\Delta_{as1})$, is followed, and the stiffness $K_{mal} = (F_{ax}-F_{aj})/\Delta_{as1}-\Delta_{aj}$ is obtained, where $\Delta_{aj1} = \Delta_{res1} + F_{aj}/K_a$. The determination of the accumulated residual displacement is elaborated later.

- **Austenite unloading path** (e-f): following the completion of the reverse transformation process, the washers further unloads with stiffness $K_a$, i.e. $F = K_a(\Delta-\Delta_{res1})$, and the resulting residual displacement after complete unloading is $\Delta_{res1}$.

- **Gap path** (between f and o via a, and possibly travel to opposite directions): this is a zero-stiffness range reflecting the gap induced in the device incorporating SMA Belleville washer groups.

- **Reloading path** (f-g): after gap closure, the load resistance is regained, and the loading path now starts at point f with the stiffness $K_a$, and in this stage $F = K_a(\Delta-\Delta_{res1})$. Due to the degradation effect, this stage ends when the degraded forward transformation start force $F_{ms2}$ is achieved, where the corresponding displacement is $\Delta_{m2} = \Delta_{res1}+F_{ms2}/K_a$. The decrease of $F_{ms}$ is also related to the previous loading history, as discussed in detail later.
- **Second forward transformation path (g-h)**: forward transformation is induced again after \( F_{ms2} \) is reached, and the updated stiffness is \( K_{am2} = (F_{\max} - F_{ms2})/(\Delta_{\max} - \Delta_{ms2}) \). The relationship of \( F = F_{ms2} + K_{am2}(\Delta_{ms2}) \) is followed.

- **Second unloading path (h-i)**: with the same unloading stiffness as that considered for path c-d, the load decreases linearly until \( F_{as} \). This can be confirmed through comparing the test result of SMA1-a (or SMA1-b) with that of SMA1-H, where a similar level of \( F_{as} \) was observed although the maximum compressed deformation is different.

- **Second reverse transformation path (i-j)**: again, due to the degradation effect, the reverse line intersects with an offset line which is further shifted according to the new accumulated residual displacement \( \Delta_{res2} \). During this stage, the \( F-\Delta \) relationship follows \( F = F_{as} + K_{ma2}(\Delta_{as2} - \Delta_{af2}) \), and the stiffness \( K_{ma2} = (F_{as} - F_{af2})/(\Delta_{as2} - \Delta_{af2}) \), where \( \Delta_{af2} = \Delta_{res2} + F_{af}/K_a \).

After path i-j, the subsequent unloading (j-k) and reloading responses are similar to those discussed above. For the proposed model, the varying parameters \( F_{ms} \) and \( \Delta_{res} \) were considered with an indicator named as ‘accumulated transformation displacement history’ \( \Delta_{total} \), which is the total forward transformation displacements accumulated from all the previous loading history. Employing this strategy, the conditions of \( F_{ms} \) and \( \Delta_{res} \) could be correlated to random loading histories. Based on the current test data, the accumulated displacement \( \Delta_{total} \) versus \( F_{ms} \) or \( \Delta_{res} \) responses for the washers under three different temperatures, i.e. SMA1-a, SMA1-T(40), SMA1-T(60) are shown in Fig. 12. The trends could be presented via a unified exponential equation, as expressed by:

\[
f(x) = a \exp(-bx) + c
\]  

(2)

The coefficients \( a, b \) and \( c \) in Eq. (2) were obtained using the MATLAB curve fitting tool, and they are listed in Table 3. Comparisons between the measured test data and the fitted curves are shown in Fig. 12, where it can be seen that the exponential form well captures the cycle dependent effect at various temperatures.

**Table 3 Coefficients for cycle dependent curve fitting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-a</td>
<td>( F_{ms} )</td>
<td>2.913</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>7.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta_{res} )</td>
<td>-0.194</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-T(40)</td>
<td>( F_{ms} )</td>
<td>4.354</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>9.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta_{res} )</td>
<td>-0.460</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA1-T(60)</td>
<td>( F_{ms} )</td>
<td>5.700</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>11.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta_{res} )</td>
<td>-0.748</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 12 Degradations of forward transformation force and residual displacement

Fig. 13 Comparisons between test and simulation results

Fig. 14 Typical responses of SMA device subjected to random displacement history
Employing the above-mentioned modelling strategy, the simulation results are compared with the test results as shown in Fig. 13. Good agreements in terms of the load-deformation response were observed between the test and simulation results, and the degradation effects at different temperatures are sufficiently reflected by the proposed constitutive model. In order to further demonstrate the application of the model, the general cyclic load-deformation responses of a typical seismic resisting device incorporating the tested SMA Belleville washers are shown in Fig. 14. For illustrative purposes, the device is comprised of two washers, each responsible for the corresponding load from one direction, as schematically sketched in the figure. It should be noted that the model could be easily modified to consider other washer combination patterns. A random bidirectional loading history was applied onto the device, and three working temperatures, namely, 23 °C, 40 °C, and 60 °C, were considered. The simulation results show that the model is capable of capturing the key hysteretic properties of the device. In addition, the model has good numerical robustness, making it an effective and reliable tool for simulating SMA devices under various working conditions. If other SMA Belleville washer type are considered in future, practical engineers could still use the current modelling framework to establish desirable models if the relevant test data are available.

6. Summary and conclusions

A comprehensive study on cyclic mechanical properties of superelastic SMA Belleville washers/springs was conducted, highlighting a great potential of using such components for seismic resisting devices. The test results showed satisfactory self-centring ability, repeatability, and energy dissipation capacities of these washers at 10 °C and 23 °C, and a good flexibility in load resistance and allowable deformation could be realised through changing the stack combination, i.e. in series or in parallel. Depending on the temperature and stack combination, the peak loads of the specimens varied between 10 kN and 26 kN, and a maximum equivalent viscous damping of 7% was observed. For the individual SMA washers tested at 10 °C or 23 °C, the maximum accumulated residual deformation after 50 loading cycles was below 0.4 mm, corresponding to a recovery rate of more than 85%. Although slight degradations of the hysteretic responses accompanied by residual deformations were induced in the first few cycles, the hysteretic loop was quickly stabilised. No such performance was observed for the stainless steel washer (which was tested for comparison purposes), where significant residual deformation was induced immediately after the first loading cycle.

At low temperatures (i.e. 0 °C and -20 °C), superelastic effect could not be fully developed due to the gradual loss of superelasticity. Nevertheless, the induced residual deformation was almost fully recovered after reheating, and subsequently good hysteretic responses were shown when subjected to 50 more cycles at room temperature. On the other hand, when the temperature increased beyond room temperature (i.e. 40 °C and 60 °C), the load at ultimate deformation increased, but more residual deformation was induced due to a certain amount of plastic deformation of the specimens under
elevated temperatures. A numerical study using the general FE programme ABAQUS was adopted to further discuss this mechanism, where the stress/strain conditions, which are difficult to be fully monitored through the tests, were revealed at varying working temperatures. Following the experimental and numerical study, a phenomenological model, accounting for the degradation effects under varied temperatures, was developed to enable effective and accurate simulation of seismic devices incorporating SMA Belleville washers. The constitutive model, which was programmed in MATLAB environment, was shown to have good numerical robustness, and through comparisons with the test data, good agreements were observed in terms of the hysteretic responses.
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